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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General Statement of the Problem .-~ This commentary 
is an attempt to give an historical resume' of an instru~ 
mental program in a small New England town called Easton. 
The span of time involved covers a half century from 1899 
to 1954, and progresses from a private benefaction and 
individual control to public maintenance and school 
supervision. 
The instrumental program in the Easton schools and 
community in general is significant because (l) of its 
early origin and prophetic characteristics in advance of 
similar organizations in other areas, and (2) its bene-
factress, who for many years was its sole supporter, can 
easily be viewed now as a pioneer in the promotion of 
modern musical and social goals. In public school instru• 
mental music Mrs~ Ames parallels the pioneering Lowell 
Mason in vocal music. 
Delimitations.-~ Because this is a resume' of an 
instrumental program in the public schools, the writer 
will omit mention of all vocal activities , and will include 
only those of an instrumental nature which either served as 
a cultural and social factor in the community, or were 
•1.-. 
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directly under the supervision of the school administration. 
Research of the musical events of the period reveal great 
activity by various church and sectional ensembles. Their 
importance in the community, however, was confined to 
individuals or selected groups and contributed nothing to 
the community as a whole, or to the school music program 
in particular~ 
Source of Material.•• Chapters II•IV are a 
chronological accounting of events which pertained to, or 
in any way affected the instrumental program. The data 
come from several sources, chiefly: : 
1. School reports which were a part of the complete 
town report 
2 ·~ Minutes of school committee meetings as read to 
the writer by Superintendent of Schools Gilbert 
C~. Mann 
3. Notices and articles from Boston and local 
newspapers 
4. Programs of instrumental events 
5~ Unpublished writings which include:: 
a~ Thesis on life of Walter M. Smith by George 
Raymond 
b. Bulletin on -0. Ames and Anna c. Ames Bands in 
possession of Easton Historical Society 
c. A·. term paper by G. c. Mann written for a 
Guidance course and now filed in the Boston 
University School of Education Library. 
3 
Parts~-- The activities over a half century seem to 
fall into three distinct parts. These parts, or eras, have 
no alliance with national, political, or educational periods. 
They present themselves simply and chronologically in line 
with the duration of certain benefactions or organizations 
of school control. The periods, or eras, might be titled 
as follows: 
1. Benefaction of Mrs. Anna c. Ames and founding of 
the Oliver Ames Boys Band. (1899- 1917) 
2· ~ The period of activity from 1917-1939 which 
brought.: 
a. The reorganization of the Anna c. Ames Band 
through the generosity of Mr. Oakes Ames in 
memory of his mother (1919•1932) 
b. The disorganiz.ed periods during those years 
3~ Organized class lessons and orchestra under 
school supervision and expense. (1939-1954) 
~: Q~otations from reports, press, and bulletins 
will be double•apaoed to facilitate the reading of items 
which the writer considers of importance in the attempt to 
present a clear and complete picture of Easton's half 
century of instrumental aoti vi ty' ~ 
4 
Important personalities ..... Consideration of the 
personal activities and accomplishments of the benefactors, 
directors, and teachers are given space here because the 
quality and quantity of music in the community and school 
seem to revolve around the energies and drive of the 
individual personalities sponsoring and promoting the 
instrumental program'~ 
CHAPTER II 
i899 - 1917 
The Community.•• The community of Easton, 
Massachusetts, has a population of approximately 7,000, and 
is divided into four districts. The town adjoins the city 
of Brockton which is the center of one of the most productive 
shoe manufacturing areas in the country·~ 
"Within the town of Easton are some twelve or 
fifteen small manufacturing concerns~ Most of these 
concerns are making products using iron, such as 
shovels, gears, casting and tools, or manufacture 
shoes or shoe findings. They do not offer employment 
for all workers of the town. Many seek employment in 
factories in Brockton or other nearby communities~ 
There is a considerable group which finds employment 
in Boston, some twenty miles north. This latter group 
is largely composed of professional people and office 
workers. Another, but comparatively small group, is 
engaged in farming, chiefly poultry raising. Many 
factory workers supplement their earnings by raising 
poultry on the side~ Then there is a fourth group 
whose members find employment in the stores, in 
•5• 
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municipal occupations, and in small businesses such 
as automobile service stations. This is relatively 
small because most retail trading by Easton residents 
is dane in nearby Brockton."l 
Many of its present re s idents are descendents of 
immigrants who came to work at the Shovel Shop, which was 
founded by the Atnes family in 1774. The shovels, scoops, 
and tools made here have contributed much in the building 
of our country. The Ames family gained most of its wealth 
during the railroad era fo·llowing the civil war, and Oakes 
Ames, congressman from Massachusetts, is frequently 
mentioned historically as an active participant in 
legislative matters concerned with public lands, Union 
Pacific Railroad and the financially involved Credit 
Mobilier. The Ames family via its Easton manufacturing 
business acquired much wealth and also considerable 
political and social prominence in national and state 
affairs. The workers at the Ames Shovel Works came from 
Europe, and were made up of people who sought a better life 
in the new world. They were for the most part illiterate, 
honest, hard• working and ambitious. Northern Europe 
supplied the bulk of immigrants during the early nineteenth 
century; · first the Irish and then the Swedes came. Eventually 
1. Unpublished Guidance Paper by .G. c. Mann, 1948~ (School 
of Education, Boston University.) 
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these people moved from their "cooperation" or low-.rent 
homes to newer and more modern houses of their own. This 
century has. brought many from Portugal; : they too, were 
industrious, progressed, educated their children,and sought 
work elsewhere in other industries. The "manorial" system 
of society has gradually but surely disappeared. 
"Racially, . or more properly, nationalistically, 
there are four predominant groups in the town. There 
are the descendents of the early English settlers 
who still form the largest single nationalistic 
group~ After the English came the Irish, first to 
work on the large estates of the town, and on the 
railroad~ Somewhat later still, the shovel shop 
imported comparatively large numbers of Swedish 
people. Last came the Portuguese, working up from 
Cape Cod or coming direct from Portugal. A few.· 
Italians and a half dozen Jewish families have 
followed these other groups into the town. Probably 
the people of English extraction still hold numerical 
superiority, but they are hard pressed in this 
respect by the Irish and the Swedes in that order. 
The Portuguese, where the small family is the 
exception, have succeeded in making themselves 
numer1eally important '~"l 
1' ~ Unpublished GUidance Paper by a.:~ C~~ !4ann, 1948. (School 
of Education, Boston Ufl1versity~) · 
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Many benefactions.-e The social and educational 
benefits enjoyed by the community were started in the late 
nineteenth century by the widow of an .Ames who had served 
as governor of the commonwealth. She had been a humble 
girl, an orphan, and spent considerab~e time on Nantucket 
Island. Heraivanced social and philanthropic ideals were 
undoubtedly promoted by her intimate living with real 
·conditions which marked the need for social and cultural 
advance. 
Among her benefactions ·were found: 
1~ Oliver Ames High School Building (built in 
1885 in memory of her husband). 
2~ Oliver Ames Boys ' Band (started in 1899 
in memory of her husband). 
3~ Oliver Ames Girls' Orchestra. 
4. Organization of physical education program 
for girls and boys in high school. 
5. Building of gymnasium to house physical 
education and musical units. 
6. Atlvanced education for many individuals. 
Oliver Ames High School.-- The early local high school 
was a typical academy or college preparatory offering, and 
its graduates frequently trained in the local schools or 
went to normal school to prepare for teaching in Easton. It 
has progressed along modern lines in the extension of its 
9 
program of studies and physical equipment, and now offers a 
general education to a less selective group. 
"The Student Body.•- The general academic 
ability of the student body is undoubtedly about 
average. Median intelligence quotients on such 
tests as the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability, 
given in grade 7 each year, hold around 105 to 
107 for each class. vYhen allowance is made for 
selection through retardation, this figure is 
about what one would expect for the student body 
of a school in the type of community described 
above."!l 
INSTRUMENTAL PROGRAM STARTED 
In the autumn of 1899 Mr. George Shepardson, teacher 
of music, announced to his high school students that a high 
school instrumental program would soon be organized and 
supported by Mrs. Anna c. Ames in memory of her late 
husband, the former Governor Oliver Ames. 
Mrs. Ames felt the need of a musical organization 
to promote the growth of music among the young people of 
the town, and decided to provide instructions and instru• 
menta to prospective members of two musical ensembles~ She 
~:· Onpub!ished Guidance Paper by G. c. Mann, 1948. (School 
of Education, Boston University~) 
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planned a band for the boys and an orchestra for the girls. 
Girls Orchestra: ... ,. The girls playing the woodwind, 
brass, and percussion instruments were trained by the same 
teachers assigned to the male students for these instru• 
ments~ Pupils on the violin were taught by Mr. Sauer, a 
German, and a member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. Mr. 
Gardiner, a nephew of Mrs~ Ames, taught the cello and bass 
viol~ 
Much speculation has been made and many reasons have 
been given as to why the girls• orchestra .did not continue. 
Band members are inclined to think that the girls were too 
frivolous and not dependable, but Miss Vbronica Long, who 
was a violinist in the orchestra, scoffs at that theory, 
and declares that Mr~ Sauer married a wealthy woman and 
lost interest in teaching: ~ Several girls left school to 
obtain work, and apparently Mrs. Ames became discouraged 
in the vain attempt to keep the instrumentation in balance. 
Three students later became professional violinists. The 
orchestra unfortunately never made a public appearance, 
and there is no picture of the group~ Some reeling still 
persists that Mrs. Ames favored the boys' activity more. 
BOYS' BAND 
Inspiration for band.-.-. Mrs~ Ames conceived the idea 
of having a band in the high school of North Easton after 
11 
hearing a similar organization at the farm school on Thompson 
Island~ The boys who desired to play in a band at the school 
applied, and those with the most musical talent were selected 
for membership. Excellent instruments were purchased for 
them, and the instructors selected were neither local nor 
amateur~ Mrs. Atnes sought well-.trained and experienced 
musicians who were affiliated with reputable organizations 
and were recognized as excellent teachers and directors· ~ 
T·eachers from Boston~·- Mr ~ Harold E. Brenton 
directed the band and taught cornet and horn. He 
was a member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and 
probably came to the attention of Mrs~ Ames through 
his teaching at Thompson Island. Mr. Leroy Kenfield 
taught the trombone and bass horn, and was affiliated 
with Mr~ Brenton at Thompson Island. Mr. Bettoney 
taught the woodwind instruments. He is remembered 
as a maker also of fine flutes and clarinets, and 
conducted a prosperous publishing business called 
the Cundy.-Bettoney Music .Publishing Co .. ~ He published 
the National Emblem March composed by E~ E. Bagley 
of Boston~ Mr. Bagley brought this ·march in 
manuscript to Easton, and the band played it in the 
period before publication~ It is said that he added 
to and enlarged the bass part because the band 
happened to have a very good bass section. Mr;~ 
12 
Frank E~ Dodge taught the percussion instruments. He 
was a member of the original Boston Opera Orchestra, 
and wrote many method books on rudimentary drumming 
and the teaching of percussion instruments~ 
Philosophy of Instrumental Acti vi t.x ~-.-. Tihe writings 
and data obtained about the organization of the instrumental 
groups reveal that Mrs. Ames felt a need at the turn of the 
century of "promoting good music among the young people, of 
providing them with worthwhile leisure activities, and of 
providing a social and civic interalliance among adults" !;l 
Mrs '~ Ames was probably the benefacting pioneer.: of 
present-day instrumental music in the public schools. Itt 
is interesting to find the above philosophies expressed in 
modern books of education~ 
First Report of Superintendent.~ An interesting 
account of this early period is given in the superintendent•s 
report of 1901 to the school committee ·~~ 
"Since our last annual report we have been 
the recipients of much substantial aid and encourage• 
ment· ~ The excellent results shown by our school band 
are living monuments to its generous founder and 
supporter:~ We certainly feel a pardonable pride in 
the commendable attainments of the young men who make 
1. E"'aston Historical Society Bulletin. 
2:~ . School Report, 1901. Page 25'~ 
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up this band. 'le also have a very promising 
orchestra of young ladies in connection with the 
High School . Everything has been provided tor them 
in this work that intelligent forethought and good 
judgement could conceive. The instructors are all 
that could be desired, as is evidenced by the rapld 
advancement and unabated interest of all concerned. 
To all who have recelved the benefits of thi s most 
valuable training, the name of Mrs . Anna c. Ames 
will ever be associated with all that is true, pure 
and ennobling, and will continue an inspiration to 
right living and noble endeavor for long years to 
come. 11 
The first rehearsals were held in a regular class-
room. It is interesting to note that the instruments were 
known as "high-pitch"; after several years the instrumentation 
was gradually changed to the more acceptable international 
pitch. 
Boston Press Notice.-- The Boston Herald told the 
story of the first Boston appearance of the Band.l 
FROM THE BOSTON HERALD - SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1902 
NORTH EASTON BOYS' BAND PLAYS DELIGHTFULLY FOR THE GUESTS 
Mrs . Oliver Ames gave a very unusual sort of reception 
last evening at her Commonwea lth Avenue residence. She is a 
1. Boston Herald, February 1, 1902. 
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Nantucket girl, and some three years ago she became a member 
of the society known as the Sons and Daughters of Nantucket. 
It recently occurred to her that it would be a goodHea to 
have a reception in her city home to all the members of the 
society and all the other sons and daughters of her native 
place that she knew. They assembled last evening to the 
number of some 200, and Mrs. Ames made every one have a 
good time, as is her way. 
To entertain her guests she called on her own band 
of the Oliver Ames High School of North Easton, which is 
the result of her own planning and provision. In the two 
short years that it has been in existence it has become in 
equipment and ability beyond any doubt the finest band of 
boy players in the country. Last evening was the band's 
first concert in Mrs. Ames' city home and every one of the 
boys and young men ... the youngest is 11 and the oldest 18, 
averaging about 14 or 15 ~ seemed to have his heart right 
in his work. 
**** 
This band is no mere hobby. Mrs. Ames has a very 
definite purpose in mind, that of forming a club for boys, 
and at the same time giving it an object that would not 
only provide amusement, but profit, as well. Her first 
object was to "keep the boys off the streets" and she 
certainly has assembled as bright and happy lot of young 
15 
musicians as one can find anywhere. So, taken all in all, 
the event was one of the kind that does not occur every day, 
and all present seemed to appreciate it, not only for what 
they enjoyed of it, but in the evident pleasure which Mrs. 
Ames got from the work of "her boy bandu. 
The magnificent residence was made all the more 
charming by ferns and flowers placed about the halls and 
rooms, adding their delicate color and perfume to the 
attractive interior. 
Mrs. Ames was assisted in receiving by her daughter, 
Miss Ames, and by Mr. Lawrence Gardner, the president of 
the Nantucket society, and Mrs. Gardner. The ushers were 
Mr. Oakes Ames and Mr. Henry L. Chatman. Of the sons and 
daughters of Nantucket, some are old and some are young, but 
all seem to remember well and keep on loving the bonny little 
isle so very much alone out to sea, where the little waves 
sing and the big waves roar. There was much talk about 
Nantucket affairs of the present, but more of the past, when 
the whale ships brought in their rich returns and the House 
of Lords and the House of Commons, the ship owners and the 
ship captains, respectively, held their festive occasions. 
And many a one brightened at the recollection of the good 
old dances they used to have in Union Hall before the fire 
swept up along Main Street. They were the happiest days 
that Nantucket ever knew, for she was then proud and in 
16 
her prime. 
... .... 
Thinking and talking of these things brought in a 
flood of pleasant memories, and it seemed as if the old 
Nantucketers could not have had a better time. They drifted 
with the tide in and out through the halls and parlors, and 
then there was the supper downstairs. 
All the while the music of the 11 boy band11 came from 
one of the rooms, where they were seated around the 
director, Prof. Harold E. Brenton, in very businesslike 
fashion, giving selections from the light and grand operas, 
Sousa's marches and other up•to•date airs. The band consists 
of 32 pieces, making a full military and reed band. The 
instruments are the very finest that can be procured any• 
where • clarinets, flutes, saxophones, horns, trombones, 
cornets, trumpets, drums, etc., - in fact, everything but 
the oboe and bassoon. The reed instruments were bought in 
Paris, a buyer having made the trip there for the express 
purpose. It is no play band, in the sense of the word, and 
the young cornetists of the Oliver Ames High School Band 
have the very same kind of instruments as are used by such 
men as Herbert Clark, Rogers and Lafricain. Solos were 
given by a number of the members, including Alden Hall, who 
has just been elected treasurer and agent, for the plan is 
to put the band on a basis of earning money. By playing 
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for Grand Army posts, on Decoration Day and at concerts 
the band has $300 in its treasury. The first public concert 
to be given out of town will take place Feb. 14 in Brockton 
in the Y. M. C. A. Hall. 
**** 
Mrs. Ames conceived the idea of having this band in 
the high school of North Easton, where the Ames families 
for years have made their homes, from the band at the farm 
school on Thompson Island. She was specially interested, 
too, perhaps, as she and all the Ames family are fond of 
music. 
The boys who showed the most musical talent at 
school were selected for membership in the band, and, as 
soon as the instruments could be obtained, they were 
instructed by H. Bettony , clarinetist; LeRoy Kenfield, 
trombonist, and Frank Dodge on the drums and xylophone. 
The work has been continued under the present director, 
Prof. Brenton, who conducts a regular band rehearsal once 
a week, and several in groups of eight or so along during 
the week. To this constant practice their success is in a 
large measure attributed. 
The boys have a room set apart for their purpose 
in the high school at North Easton, which has become in 
great extent their club, as it was intended. Before long 
Mrs. Ames will have a gymnasium built, which will enable 
18 
the work to proceed and expand, and the boys to enjoy life 
still more. Besides the boys' band, Mrs. Ames has 
established an orchestra for girls of which there are 
15 members. 
**** 
A·facsimile of the Boston Herald press notice is 
found on the next page~ 
Early Progress.-~ Apparently the director, Mr. 
Harold s. Brenton, sought a refinement of playi ng by the 
young people because he wrote: : 
11 The progress of the Band has been steady, , 
each ensuing year finding them playing a more 
difficult grade of music, from simple marches of 
two years ago, the repertoire now includes 
selections from the operas and standard overtures. 
They are equipped with every instrument used in the 
modern military band. It has been the aim of the 
instructors to have the boys produce quality and 
not quantity of tone. The result is shown in the 
ensemble playing, perfect time and beautiful tone 
color. The blatant playing so closely associated 
with the amateur band has never been a part of the 
Oliver Ames High School Band,••the boys produoing 
a light, but clear singing tone.ul 
1. School Report, 1902. Page 29. 
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vtRS. OLIVER AMES, A NANTUCKETER HERSELF, 
ENTERTAINS THE CHILDREN. OF THE ISLE. 
1 l'hoto by :S. 8. Stebbto• .J 
THE OLIVER AMES HIGH SCHOOL BAND OF NORTH EASTON. 
I . - ~  30 f) (' \ ' t·ry CIJl(" Of fbi' bO_Y~ nnd }'0110!; Bo 'B d nH·n - rh•! y t 11111~;·~ t l~ 11 :P1rf the oi,Je~ ... Orth Easton. ys an 18. av• · r:11d n ~ al •ont 14 nr I!;-~•:"mcu to 
.... ~'~ ~:lightfully for · 
the Guests.. 
lfrs. Oliver Am<'5 gl!ve & ,-cry un-
·oal 8ort or r t>cepllon las t ev<>nlng at 
r Commonwealth avenue r esfd (·nce . 
c ts a Nantuc k e t girl. and some three 
:srs ago she bl.-camc a membe r of the 
·irty known a s the Sons anc.l Oaugh-
.,. o r ~:Jntucke t. It re<~•'ntly occurred 
~r- t-h:1t 1-t liO O-Uld .bl"· a . goDd ldca. t o 
:t r e c e , ,tion In her _c ity h o me to all 
• m e-mtwrs or the soc•• ·ty an•l a ll the 
·· f' !'_li(' n s anti daUJ{htcr:-o n f b (·r nath·e ~cf "iha·t ~ h,. kne w. •rh(·y a~s~mblcd 
; t t-v•! ll iru.;: t o the numllf' r o f soruP 200. 
'-! \ll r s. Anu-~ ma (lf" ~: \·~· ry o nr ha\'·c a. 
nd tim.-.. a~ Is h C" r v. · · ~ . 
ro entt:rtain ht· r gu· ·~t_9 s hr f":lll t:..J ~!1 
r o wn band or th•• '•h \· .... r .~na• :-: hh;n 
~~,, ur ~orth Ea~t·Hl , _wh w h IS th e 
-i Ut t of lu·r o wn 1>lann1n;:: anti J'r•!-
·loll. In the t\\.·o ~h"rt Y'·an; that It ~ J>N· n In PXisH- n !" • ~ lt ha !'-1 iJ, c·o rn <: In 
ul (!_mt·nl a nti allillt}p beyond a n y_ ,f•) Uh l . 
0 flnt · ~t band or b n y pl;tyr r s Ill t~C 
,1nlry. l ..:ts t P VP nlng y.·: • ~. t h •· . ha n (l !-11 t ":o n ccrt ln )Irs .. AnlE'g c it)" h o ntt"t 
ha\·c h is h eart n~ht In has W<,rk. 
Th is hand i ~ " ' ' m(>rf! hobby. llrs . Amt~s has a ,-pry d e llnitc J•UTJll>~·~ In 
mind tha t o r forming a duh for boys. 
and ,;_t th e s•me lime giving It an nbj.,.ct 
that wo u ld not on ly pro\"lclc amu~rnu· nt. 
hut prt'"J ilt. ns R·e JI . . Ht:·r first nbJ• ·('.~ was 
t o .. k (;t: l• th e boys o rr the s treets. anti 
8h e certainly has assemble d as bright 
and hapi•Y a lot of young rnuskiam-~ a s 
( •t& C: c-& n fin•l anywhere. So. tak~n all Jn 
all. the •·ven t was QOC or th f• k1nt.l U~nt 
d(JCS n u t o c c ur ev('ry da)·. and all prt·&: 
c·nt s eeme <l t () ,.pprcc ia te it, n o t_ o nh 
f o l' what th PY enjuyc t.l or It, b ut 11\ the 
evide nt plca=--un- whtl!h )Irs. )t..n_I,C.-i got 
fro m th e Wt·•rk Of "her boy band. 
The n1agnttlc<" nt r t- s lr:h: n ce v.•a s made 
all th t• m .. r e charming hy h "rll:i ;t n•l 
n " w ··rs pl: t.·.::·d a i::!Q.Ut th·~ hall !~ _ a_nt! 
I roofus . ndding t !1Plr rle llcate color autt I pertum•· to th ,.. attr:.u·th"i! lntPrlor. _lfrs . Ames wa.s ass lst,.d In rl"cr- h~tnsc b>" h <:r . dought£"r. lJ. s :; Amt·!--'. ~n•l ~y llr. l~L\\ ­
n : n cc t :anJ ucr. t he prt·!--'ld t.•nt o f tht! 
Nantu('kf·t soC" h-·ty . nnrl ~trs. C:.anlnt·r. 
The u H !lt: l"!i wt· rt · :\I r. ' •ak ~"~ .i\ rn r· s a ml 
:\1 r . Jl f' tiTV J.. . ("h:t t man. Of lh t! f.hl US 
;, 111) cJ :: u ~;h t r· r:--: n f ~ant u l" k t ·t. sum•• are 
o l •l :~ n rl so n1c are y oung, 1Jtlt a ll ~~·· ·m to 
r t·m• ·tn 1..-r w• ·l l a 1Hl k· ·•·D o n _ lo \'1 11K ~h• ! 
OOnny littk 1:-;1 '-· :-:" ve ·r y Olll f"J l a1_o n c nut 
t n st~a. whl:rt~ Uu· lltlh · W:l\"C:"l"= _:---: 1 ~ 1;.: :.tt~cl 
th•· bi g: )'avu ·; r oa r . Th,·r•~ "a!-> m ••• h 
t alk a l,. mt ~antu r k( · t atraiJ·s o t ttw prf:S-
•·nl. h :.1t r..J t.J r• · uf the pa~t . wh• ·.n t h .. ~ 
wha le ~ hips bro u~;: h t In Lh~lr rl• h n .: 
1· 1rns an•l the Honse o( Lords and the 
J! 9 :.Js · · o f c·.unrnn n :-;. th• · s hip o"·n c rs a nti 
ttc ,hlp ...-a :•tains. rc~pct·tiv•·h· . hchl th t• tr 
r, '-' li\·e o ccasions. Anrl tnany a ••a c 
\- .. : ... ht c n t·cl :1.t the r cc o l: c: t! n n o ! t :'i.e 
~ .. ,,:j· •• 1~.-1 t"1an. ~cs tht·Y UB•·t_l to have in 
t ·n!on . Hall h<_.fon~ th(" tire R"-"••Ll l up 
a lo ng At-.11n 1-li lrt:••·t . 1"h•· ' · wt~rr the h all-
pt(·~t day:-:: that Nantuck t: l ..,. , ·pr knt'w. 
f, 1- ~h • : w;LS the n pro ud and In h e r 
vn m r-. 
m PmbPra, ln<"lnding Ald r-n H al!. " ·hn has 
ju:o-ct h, ... , . n t · l e~;tet.l tr(·asurr-r :tutl a,.:;• ·n l. 
fur th•· J.)lan ts th p ut th f" l·a TI •I .. ,-, : t 
1ta)CIH Hf .-a r n iu,.: 11 1Vfl t: .)' . By ;ol ;n ·Jng ,\ 
Gr..:an•l Anu ). pu:-c l s ' -'" i) ·-,·ora I i•tll u a . 
arul at t·n rH"t•rt s l ht· ha wl has $-:!UO In its 
lrf"a ~ ur).·. Th.-! lir:4t puhli c •·otH"•: rt tn be 
glvf· n o ut o f tnwn will t akf"' pla c P F eb. 
U In Hrockto n In llw Y. M . C. A . HalL 
i\1 r~. A m•·s <.·o n.-·, · i \-, .  .-J the ttl ca. nf h a v-
ing- this ltan.l in t h · · hi~h :-:o·hool or 
Thlnkin~ and talklna: of Uu·~c t hings ~·;r~!!a1;~ ~.•1711~-'ro ~~~~~~ !~::i :~~~~J.~~ ";~~ 
brought in a Uootl nf ltlt·asant llt ("!DO- the "t.anJ at the f ann school o n Thomp-
:- i t · ~. and it ~e(•mcd as if Llu· old ~an - !-=nn l s lan•l. ~)1,--. w as !-" ll• ·dally lntf"r-
t uc· k t.: tt •r:--:. c:uuld unt h ;t\"t• h a•l a h£' tl• · r f"~ c .-.d. lon, Jll"·rha Jl~ . a!i ~ h·· anol all the 
tlllw. Tht:' Y tlrift e tl wi t h Uw ti.-i t.· in an• l An1t·s ran1ily ar.· f u nd or mu~dc. 
"ut thruu~:h the halls anti parlor~ . and Th·· l 110yH who :-:huwc d the m ost mus l-
t h·n lh• ·rt • 1\"US tht• S UPPt •r fi O "o\"llSialr!-t . r- :11 t ; d~c·11l ~It :--;, · huul W• ' r• • S t · !t..., : lP.-J f o r 
\11 the whll c th e musi c •1f the ••iJny nl• ·mtu -r.---hlJl h1 th•· La n•l . and. as ~non 
h :JJlll'' ..:a nlC from one nf the rnoru~. a~ ftlf• iu ~ trunl"·nt ~ r uul•l b e obtalnrfl. 
wh t·rt• th•·Y w f" r c scute-d aro und th f• •II - thf"y WP r c tnst ruct···tl by H . Bettony. 
r \ r· tur. l'r••f. Haro ld E. Br•·nt•m. In \"f•ry r- la.rin• ·tl !-ff ; J.,.. ·H·n · K e nfl, ... ltJ. trnm honfst. 
h, · ..: ln t·s:;~ lt l<t • ia s hlnn . gi\" hl~ :if"k• ·tlor! s an~ I lfrol nl< 1 ln•i.li-... ' ' " t IJ ,-. drums and 
r r .. ot th '" l hdJ I ruul s::rand OP'-"t;--"l.::"·-Sou~: L M xylo pho n e. Tht~ work- h ; i s h Pl"Ti - ro n = 
tnan·h t•s anti othnr up-to-daif" : ein~. '1 h u linu. ·,l uwlt·r th·· r•n · ~ ··nt dtr.-..c tor, Pro f. 
baw l r·un~i~l.~ of 3~ piPr•·~ . na :!~lng_ :L full Hn·nlun. " "ho ("nntlu~t~ a n ·:.;-ul3 r tl:Lf1d 
m dttary anti r Pt:d han•t . 1ru· ln s tt·u- n·ht··•r-- ·-..1 on··~ ·t w c••k anti Sf"' VPral tn m··nt~ an• till" \'CrY f\nf"!--ct th a l · ·~n he ~ro,;ps. • .. r •"lght ' nr Ro ;,J;,n~ duriu~ tfic 
t•r-n-u n ·tl any'\\· lu: rf"- c larln•: t:-;;, llut •·s. Wf'4 ·k . Tn th i...; t•o n :-; tant pnu·tlc~ the ir 
t:a,uphnnf". hurnM, tro rnl •u llt ':-; . c-orne t s. ~ U C"' f't·!(.~ is In Jar~· - nt•"a~un· atlrlhut<'t.l. 
tr •Jnlt ,.-·1!"" . •lrtlnl!-4. Ph ·. - tn_ f:t l.'l . ( •\ "t" rY- Th.-· hoy ~ h :t vc · :\ r od m ~r-t n part {t) r 
o 11 ng: bu t tht · ohoc anti o: t s~ou_m. The th, ·ir Jturposc tn th f' hl;.;-h ~ t.:ho ••l at 
r 1., .,, tn.:-olrHIIlt ·nt s w .-• n ~ hou;.:ht Ill Pa ri~. ~ nrlh Eas t o n . whlfo h ha s ht•t·o m P. i n 
a i tU Y• ·r h :l\"iii J.: n1:1dc thf"• tr i p thr-rc · fu r g r f"· at f' xt.-•nt th t•lr .· tuh. a s it was In· 
th• · •·Xt•rt·s!--' pu t·I• .. S•·- It Is nn play h a nJ . l l• ·wlt-d l ·tt ·for• · I• P IJ.:" :\lr!'i t\m• -..; l\' 111 
i n 'lJJ\" .!'-' •·11 !'-'t · CJf til t• W(,r( l, anti lhe y o UnJ.: hav f'o ;\ ,;yrnnasium· huii l . ;,: hi;.. h \~· ill f"·n-
c urr1, : tl !-t:s tt( thf"' O livc> r Anl• •s lli ~h I ahlt· th e· W•trk t o pro c-f"t ••l and P X[land. 
~. · hool ha•· •l have th t." v.-·ry .:-oa nll" kln rl a nd tht ! 1 ~,-,y~ tf1 ,.njn y hft• :alii rno r e. 
uf t n st rurn• · lll:• :1s arf"' u~<>tl !.y Sl ~t · h nt• ·n . H• ·shh·~ ttv· hoy !-~' 1Jatl41, ~J r~ . Atnr>:i ha~ 
n~ IJ• ·r h1·rl Clark. fl ngPno~: :l iii"I J..:,frk ain . •·~ tai.Ji:--;~, tl an on.• ht ·~ t r:-t rnr g irl~. ot 
Suitt:--: were bh·-·n by a numht· r or tho • ·ht c h th Pr e arc 15 m t• rn lx>r s. 
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Ames Gymnasium.-- Mrs. Ames built a s pecial 
gymnasium at this time (fall of 1902) to house the physical 
education activities and to provide lesson and practice rooms 
for the instrumentalists. A picture of the front entrance 
is shown on page 21. 
A very healthy union between members of the school 
administration and a sensible educational philosophy on 
the part of the director are revealed in his report to the 
school superintendent in 1903. 
Later Reports.--
"The Band continues on its upward career. The 
steady improvement and unabated interest prove it is 
not a passing fancy, but an earnest desire to learn 
and accomplish something in a musical way, and to 
show appreciation and gratitude toward the one who 
has alone made it possible to carry on the work. We 
have thirty-six players, most of whom have been 
members since the beginn ing, April 24, 1900. Some 
play quite difficult music at sight. The ensemble 
is especially pleasing. In march work they excel, 
giving a sure, even step. Rehearsals are invariably 
attended by every member and lesson hours are seldon 
missed; all of which is pleasing to us as sometimes 
the work is quite hard and our hours are long ~ 
The instruments have been well taken care of 
21 
Plate 2. Boys Banii in Front of Ame·s Gymnasium. 
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by the individual players and now, after four years 
of constant use, are as bright and good as when new. 
The boys take great. pride in the appearance of every-. 
thing connected with the work. They have received 
praise on several different occasions when they have 
had outside engagements. Their gentlemanly conduct 
and willingness have been subjects for special 
mention. All new members are now chose from those 
who stand high in their school work, the Band being 
auxiliary, the school first consideration. It has 
made an incentive for them to study. The instructors, 
one and all, enjoy their days and evenings at North 
Easton, and it has been a source of great enjoyment-_ 
to all concerned. The band, as a whole, has asked 
me to express its enthusiastic appreciation of the 
work of Mrs. Oliver Ames, Sr."l 
Apparently the difficulties experienced by directors 
to-day were present in 1906 because Mr. Brenton, the band 
director, wrote an interesting account of his problems with 
t he boys and asked the help of the parents~ 
"Citizens ·of Easton: 
After over five years of work with the band 
we are now at what seems the most discouraging 
period. All of the original band have graduated, 
many have left town, others are working in Brockton, 
1. School report, 1903. Page 32. 
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or nearby places, and their time is so occupied that 
they can give little or . no time to practice; . 
consequently the ensemble of the band must suffer 
for it. 
RehearsRls are not attended as we would like, 
and the better players can never find time for a 
lesson. The wor k of all the instructors has 
grown harder and we are called upon oftener here in 
Boston than four years ago; so we cannot give two 
regular days without fail, but must catch at any 
day possible, which we do, and the pupils are 
always ready when we arrive. About 15 new boys are 
now under way and in a short time will be able to 
join the band in playing of concert work. Parents 
can help us greatly if they will impress upon the 
boy the importance of practicing, not only the day 
he is to take his lesson, but each day of the week; 
if only for half an hour, some good will result. I 
want you to urge greater care of the instruments. 
Some are in bad condition, and mostly through lack 
of care; but on the whole they have been kept 
remarkably well, especially those of the older 
members. 
'. 
We still need a few good bright musical boys 
willing to practice and give time for lessons. It 
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is a chance which all the boys might be proud of, 
and an incentive to work, and show the appreciation 
for the one who lays out a large amount of money 
for them. 
In another year the band will be 100 per cent 
better than at present. The new members will have 
had some experience and more confidence in them• 
selves. e shall give concerts this coming summer 
and hope to have a new bandstand built so as to give 
a better effect than in the past, and a good tone 
instead of deadening the sound, but to obtain those 
things we need the interest and help of a11."1 
The band received many offers to play outside Easton; 
usually they were refused because it "places us in competition 
with professional players, which has never been the policy 
of the band11 • 2 
Some boys went to college and left town for employ-
ment, but many continued to make Easton their home after 
marriage and were loyal in attendance to band rehearsals. 
Mrs. Ames still continued to consider these young men as 
"her boys". 
During each summer fourteen concerts were given for 
the enjoyment of the citizens of Easton, and the band took 
an active part in the civic celebrations. 
1. 
2. 
Taken from School Report, 1906. 
Taken from School Report, 1909. 
Page 18. 
Page 35. 
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The summer band concerts were given on the steps of 
the Ames Memorial Hall. There was no roof or anything else 
to help the acoustics. The report of Mr. Brenton addressed 
to Mr. Stacy, superintendent of schools, is interesting. 
"I would like to speak of one thing I consider 
a great necessity and which would be of value to the 
band and its audiences, that is a permanent band 
st-and. For years we have been playing really under 
difficulties in that the best effects are lost to 
all, surrounded as we are by great stones, thick 
trees and bushes, with stone steps and a great 
building for a back ground. The real worth and 
ability of the band is thus lost~ When we play in 
other towns with a band stand to use and about two 
thirds the number of players the Band sounds almost 
twice as loud and solid. Not that I mean that noise 
is music but that the degrees of ff. and pp. are all 
lost and at times it must sound as if only a few 
instruments were playing. This is the fault of the 
place we play in. It is hard for the boys to play 
in that they can not hear each other. The drums for 
instance can not hear the clarinets and cornets and 
in turn these can not hear the bass. All this is 
necessary for good ensemble, and ensemble is better 
than individual superiority. I know we are given the 
best available place, but if the town could find a 
suitable place for a permanent ~tand it would act 
as an encouragement to the boys and added pleasure 
to the listener. It is a little discouraging to 
the boys to play along finely all winter, then, at 
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the first out•of-door concert have it sound to them 
as if they were playing into a barrel, giving a 
hollow sound. It is like wearing a diamond in your 
vest pocket, all the beauty of it is covered up."l 
New Band Stand .... .,. 'l'he band stand was hlilt eventually 
because 1~. Brenton's pleasure is expressed in a letter to 
Mr. Phipps, superintendent of schools. 
"Dear Sir: · 
The outstanding feature in connection with 
the A. C. Ames Band for this year is the New Band 
Stand. I have advocated that for years, and a t last 
the town has given a stand worthy of the name. It 
is not only of good de s ign to please the eye, but 
it is a stand which for playing purposes (a part 
lost sight of in most stands) is the best I can recall 
in my experience. Those who listen have an added 
benefit and for us who play it is a great help. The 
few concerts given were proof positive of its value."2 
1. Taken from School Report, 1915. 
2. Taken from School Report, 1917. 
Page 39. 
Page 137. 
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New Instruments.w• The quality of instruments used 
and the standards of performance desired is shown by Mr. 
Brenton's writing in 1912. 
"The year of 1912 has been a banner year for 
the band in many respects. First and most important 
bas been the purchase and presentation to the band 
of an entire set of new instruments. They were made 
on special order in the largest factory of musical 
instruments in the world, and by the most skilled work• 
men. So now we have an equipment equal to any band 
in the country, not even excepting Sousa's famous 
band; in fact we have the same make of instruments 
used by the majority of his musicians, including 
the monster sousaphone•bass, which few bands have. 
The wood~wind section of the -band has a much clearer 
tone, the clarinets being imported direct from Paris, 
France, especially on Mrs. Ames' order. The 
instructors are as proud of the instruments as are 
the boys. 
The improvement in - the tone and tune of the 
band has been due entirely to these new instruments. 
The old ones had given twelve years of remarkable 
service, but had reached a stage where further 
repairs were impossible. Therefore the necessity 
of a new. set was greatly felt, and the generosity of 
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Mrs. Anna c. Ames in giving the outfit, a very costly 
one, is highly appreciated by all. That they will 
receive the best of care is assured. 
The satisfaction of hearing the band in 
better tune and fuller tone, and the fine appearance 
have been the subjects of remarks in all places; in 
one town in which they played, they were told that 
their playing and appearance were the best of all 
the bands that had played there in the last few 
years. Numerous engagements have been satisfactorily 
filled, and in all cases return engagements were 
given." 1 
Death of Mrs. Ames ....... On March 14, 1917, members of 
the band, the director, and three instructors were called 
upon to act as body guard at the funeral services of Mrs. 
Ames at the Unity Church, North Easton. 
Resolutions passed by the School Committee express 
the affection felt by all citizens in the community for 
the kind and generous benefactress. 
"A noble woman has passed away.2 
In the death of Mrs. Anna C. Ames the schools 
of Easton have lost their most devoted benefactress and· 
friend. Her enjoyment was in helping others and the 
goodness of her heart knew no measure. 
1. School Report, 1913. 
2. School Report, 1917. 
Page 76. 
Page 16. 
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Her thoughtfulness and her generosity for the 
children of our town was unbounded and her loving 
care of all that would interest and encourage them 
was her life's work. The boys and girls of our 
school were, in her mind, her children and her 
motherly affection for them was her pleasure and 
delight. 
Particularly was her interest and solicitude 
for the pupils of the Oliver Ames High School;: to 
perpetuate the memory of her loving husband, she 
was tireless in aiding and caring for the students 
of the school bearing his honored name. 
Her life's work is done but her memory and 
the fragrance of her good deeds remain. For 
generations to come, the name of Anna c. Ames will 
be held in reverence and esteem for the nobility 
of her character and for her kindness and 
solicitude for the children of our schools." 
Signed, DANIEL F. BUCKLEY, Chairman 
MRS • J • HENRY HURST • 
EDWARD M .. CARR. 
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New Band Committee Formed.-~ Changes were expected 
and were not long in coming. On March 17, 1917, the late 
William H. Ames, eldest son of Mrs. Ames and executor of 
her estate, stated in a letter to members of the band that 
he and his sisters would gladly turn over to an authorized 
committee all band instruments and the music library. k . 
committee of four was appointed from the band membership 
to act on his request. Occasional rehearsals were held 
with a member of the band directing, and the players often 
performed individually with bands in nearby communities~ 
The spirit and desire to hold the band together were good, 
but little progress was made. No future could be anticipated 
with such an arrangement .• 
Plans for Future.-~ On May 1, 1919, the band members 
appointed a committee to approach the late Mr. Oakes Ames, 
surviving son of Mrs. Anna c. Ames. The men desired his 
financial assistance for the proposed reorganization of the 
band, and Mr. Ames graciously listened to their pleas. He 
promised his assistance, and dedicated his benefaction to 
the band to the memory of his mother· ~ 
CHAPTER III 
1917. til 1932 
OAKES AMES . BENEFACTION 
When Mr. Oakes Ames agreed to support the band "both 
morally and financially", 1 he wrote to the band committee 
"I am ready to co-operate with the band as an organization, 
but, along with co~operation, i t must be taken into mind 
that you and your colleagues will contribute, from time to 
time, part of your earnings f r om your engagements to the 
up~keep of uniforms and equipment. It seems to me, that 
this is the only dignified a nd fair basis upon which to 
work. 112 
New D.irector, • .-.. Af'ter considering the relative 
abilities of all directors a nd soloists within travelling 
distance of Easton, the late Walter M. Smith was appointed 
director and teacher. Mr. Smith was increasingly becoming 
known as a brilliant trumpet soloist and able teacher. He 
had been associated also with many professional and non• 
professional organizations and had earned the reputation 
of being an authoritative conductor of music and a 
stimulating leader of players. A contract was signed by 
1. Easton Historical Society Bulletin~o. Ames School Band; Page 8. 
2~ Easton Historical Society Bulletin•O. Ames School Band; : 
Page 9~ . 
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him, Mr. Ames, and the band committee on July 5, 1919. He 
agreed to come to Easton each Monday evening in the summer 
and on Monday afternoon and evening in the winter. The 
reorganized band gave concerts in the summer from the band 
stand in post office square. The writer, as a little girl, 
remembers the Monday evening excitement and the crowds 
which came from "out of town" to hear the band and to 
enjoy the virtuosity of lU··• Smith~ His ability and 
personality were the most significant and interesting 
things about this era: ~ Engagements were obtained in other 
communities, and during the summer the band was busy two 
or three evenings a week playing "out of town" ·•· 
No School Help~~- During this period the school had 
no active jurisdiction over the instrumental program, and 
the school reports contain no mention of the activity as 
before. In the winter season Mr. Smith taught all brass 
instruments free of charge to any high school pupil who 
desired to study. Several were made members of the band 
during this period, but for some unknown and unfortunate 
reason the band functioned primarily as an adult 
organization which welcomed talented and sincere young 
students. This condition eventually led to the necessity 
of engaging 11 but ... of-town" musicians for the summer band 
concerts~ 
E'nd of Era .... ., In 1932 after thirteen years of generous 
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assistance, Mr. Ames decided to end his benefaction. With 
that decision the Anna c. Ames Band was disorganized, and 
an era was _broughtto a close . Band concerts "in the 
square" were losing their appeal,, and the radio was becoming 
increasingly popular. The country was suffering from a 
financial .depression, and people of wealth were curtailing 
their expenditures. The withdrawal of Mr. Ames' financial 
assistance was in line and in keeping wlth the times, and 
the director was ready for bigger things. 
Walter M. Smith.-~ As mentioned above, the ability 
and personality of the late Walter M. Smith were significant 
to the band and proved to be a stepping•stone in his own 
career. Association with the band gave him a year round 
experience in directing, and offered frequent opportunities 
to play solos. He was a young man of Scotch-German 
descent; he possessed a strong will, a desire to succeed, 
and a capacity for hard work. His parents were humble, 
hard-working people and his training was received from his 
father and from short periods of study with local musicians 
in Bro ckton and Boston, Massachusetts . During his association 
with the Anna c. Ames Band he directed also the Aleppo 
Temple Shrine Band of Boston and the Taleb Grotto Band of 
Quincy, Massachusetts. His own Walter M. Smith Band, a 
professional group, broadcasted over WEEI, Boston, each 
Sunday evening at 8:00 P. M. on the Jenney Hour. He 
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also taught a large class of trumpet pupils in his Boston 
studio on Massachus~tts Avenue, and appeared frequently 
throughout New England .as soloist in concerts with a piano 
accompanist·. 
In 1928 an Easton resident and member of the Anna c. 
Ames Band met Edwin Franko Goldman, director of the Go)ldman 
Band of New York. He immediately informed Mr. Goldman that 
Boston possessed the greatest trumpet soloist in the world. 
Naturally Mr. Goldman questioned that because through the 
Guggenheim Foundation he had access to all the great players 
of Europe as well as Ainerica. A' concert by the Musicians' 
Union of Brockton at the Brockton Fair Grounds was soon 
planned and Mr. Goldman was invited to conduct the concert. 
The soloist was Walter M. Smith. Although the proceeds 
benefitted needy musicians, the true purpose of the concert 
was to introduce Walter Smith as a person and a performer to 
Dr. Goldman. At the conclusion of the concert Mr. Goldman 
announced to the audience that he had never heard a greater 
or more artistic trumpet soloist. In fact, he admitted that 
Smith was the greate~t soloist of .the trumpet and related to 
the audience his previous skepticism and amazement in finding 
a performer like Walter Smith outside New York. He offered 
Smith a position as soloist with his band, but Mr. Smith 
refused it because his New England activities were very 
profitable and happy~ 
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In 1930 he conducted the Boston Municipal Band for 
the Tercentenary C~lebration in Boston. The series of 
concerts were broadcasted and given on a large stand on 
Boston Common. The band used was actually an enlarged 
Walter Smith Jenney Band. Mr. Goldman appeared as guest 
conductor on one occasion. The Boston American wrote about 
the concert and described plans for a Boston Municipal Band. 
"Inspired by the leadership of Edwin Franko 
Goldman, whose magic baton has thrilled millions 
throughout the nation, the Boston Tercentenary 
Municipal Band will make the Common ring tonight 
with the stirring strains of a diversified concert 
program, to begin in the Tribune at 8 o1 clock.l 
The band itself has made considerable of a 
name under the able leadership of Walter M. Smith 
of Boston, who tonight will graciously yield .the 
baton to his distinguished contemporary whose 
municipal concerts in the Central Park Mall and on 
the New York University campus have been heard by 
more than 6o,ooo,ooo people in four years. 
For two years the Tercentenary Municipal Band 
has played every Sunday evening over Station WEEI 
from 8 to 9 p.m. This is probably the longest 
period any band in the country has performed on the 
1. Taken from Boston American, September 9, 1930. 
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air without a break ••••• 
Under Walter Smith the band has gained increased 
popularity and finally this year was officially 
designated as the Boston Tercentenary Municipal Band 
by Mayor Curley." · 
From the same edition of the Boston American this 
article also appeared. 
''A move to establish a permanent municipal 
band in the city of Boston is the idea of Edwin Franko 
Goldman, guest conductor of tonight's concert, and 
of W~er ·M. Smith, leader of the Boston Tercentenary 
Municipal Band. 
According to these men, Boston, noted as a 
city of culture, should be one of the leaders of the 
country in establishing sueh an organization. Such 
a band, whose cost has been estimated at about 
$50,000. annually, could be maintained by either 
public or private subscription~ 
Goldman, who was presented the key of the 
city by Mayor Curley on a visit here last week, 
announced he would pledge his support to this move~ 
ment and added he would have the convention of the 
Association of Band Leaders in the United States 
and Canada, an organization of which he is president, 
held in Boston next spring to further~is cause. 
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If sueh an organization were established here 
it would probably nlJ.mber about 60 men. According to 
Goldman, he was greatly surprised to learn last 
spring that Boston had no such permanent organization. 
He declared the calibre of the musicians of this city 
was certainly such as to warrant a successful 
municipal band here. 
At present there is no suitable place in 
Boston for a great series of concerts similar to 
the concerts presented by the Goldman band in New 
York. 
Such an organization requires a fine setting, 
a structure to house the band, and accommodations for 
at least 20,000 peopl•. 
Walter M. Smith is endeavoring to convince 
the city administration of the practicability of 
erecting a shell bandstand such as is used by the 
Goldman Band on the Central Park Mall. 
Mr. Smith wants the city to erect a permanent 
structure of this type in at least one point in the 
city. A structure similar to that u~;~ed in the 
Esplanade concerts would be ideal, but that stand 
is only a temporary one. 
Smith has written about this to Mayor Curley 
and the subject is now under consideration, wlth good 
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prospects of the structure being erected. ·ihen this 
is done, the work of organizing and promoting a 
municipal band will be much easier . "l 
Mr. Smith was a model and inspiration for the youth 
in New England. He appeared at many school· concerts, 
assemblies, and clubs~ His teaching produced advanced 
players who, in turn, carried on his methods and techniques 
of fine trumpet playing . Several pupils joined the 
Arthur Pryor Band and the Goldman Band. His friendship 
with Mr. Goldman and his membership in the bandmaster's 
association brought him in contact with national and inter• 
nationally known musicians~ In spite of his increased 
activities and fame, he remained loyal to his Easton 
amateur musicians until 1932. He always humbly admitted 
that the directing and playing experience gained in Easton 
served as a "college" to him, and that the promotion by 
Easton friends widened his scope of musical contact. Mr. 
Smith died in 1937 at the age of forty~six years~ 
1· ~ Taken from Boston American, September 9, 1930. 
CHAPTER IV:' 
PUBLIC. SCHOOL MUSIC~-
Disorganized Period.-~ Instrumental music in the 
public schools had a difficult period of uncertainty and 
disorganization after the death of Mrs. Ames in 1917. 
Although Mr. Smith taught brass pupils under Mr. Oakes Ames• · 
benefaction from 1919 to 1932, there was no active alliance 
between the school administration and various, frequently 
changing music supervisors~ 
Mr. Bernard B. Nye, supervisor in 1919, organized 
an orchestra of thirteen players and held weekly rehearsals. 
The group played at several school functions and started the 
trend toward orchestral music. From this time on the band 
became an adult or after school organization. Mr. Nye 
apparently possessed a progressive outlook because he wrote, 
11 I would recommend the allowance of credit to 
High School pupils for outside music study, that is, 
school credit to pupi ls who, under a private teacher, 
take up the study of piano, voice or orchestral 
instrument, such credit to be given only upon the 
successful passing of examinations and with regular 
daily practice, based on a prescribed course."l 
1. School Report, 1919. Page 51. 
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In 1920 Mr. Saunier replaced ~w . Nye and continued 
the orchestral work. A concert was given in May~ The 
proceeds purchased instruments which were later loaned to 
students. In 1921 the music and art supervisors were 
dropped because five thousand dollars were cut by popular 
vote from the school budget at the town meeting. The 
school committee must have found some money somewhere 
because it appointed Mr. George Foss as supervisor in 
1923. 
There is no mention in the school report about 
school music or its activities, but we do find that the 
graduation programs of 1924 and 1925 featured two orchestral 
numbers plus the processional and recessional·~ 
The superintendent's report of 1930 stated that music 
was not adequately provided for in the new addition to the 
high school building. The music room was equipped as a 
regular classroom, and was used for academic class work 
when not in use by the music groups .• 
The graduation programs of 1929 and 1930 give no 
evidence of instrumenta~ music other than the processional 
and recessional~ The small group of players met after 
school with Mr. Norman Nevins, a teacher of history. 
Apparently the supervisor of music was concerned only with 
the vocal music of the elementary and junior high grades 
and the vocal music for graduation. The schools were again 
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without a music supervisor from 1932 ~ 1937. 
Harlow•Way Instruction._.. The school committee minutes 
of the April, 1933, meeting, reveal that on April 10, Mr. 
Louis Harlow of Boston was interviewed by the committee and 
presented his plan to introduce an instrumental program to 
the schools. On May 1, the committee voted to comply with 
Mr. Harlow's request, and he talked that month to all 
teachers in special meetings. He talked also to the pupils 
of the junior and senior high schools on September 14, and 
started the classes on Wednesday, October 2. South Easton 
had eight pupils, and the class met at 1:30 P. M. The 
junior~senior high group met at 2:30 with twenty-four 
pupils, after school hours. The North Easton class whi ch 
had fifteen pupils also met at the close of school. Mr. 
Hector Brayburn of Swansea taught all instruments and 
assembled all students together at one time in each building 
vi sited. The school had no supervision of attendance and 
deportment; this program was initiated at a time when the 
school department had no music supervisor or special teacher 
of any kind. Mr. Harlow sold the instrument desired to the 
pupil, and then attempted to show the student how to use 
it~l 
The instruments sold the first year were trumpet, 
guitar, violin, drum, banjo, mandolin, saxophone , xylophone, 
1. Information read to writer by Superintendent Gilbert c·~ 
Mann, from minutes of school committee meetings. 
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flute, clarinet, and trombone •· 
Superintendent Mann wrote in his report: 
11 With the approval of the School Committee, 
provision has been made for group instruction in 
instrumental music, and groups have been organized 
in the Junior•Senior High School, the North Easton 
Grammar School, the South Easton School, and the 
Eastondale School. The expense of the venture is 
borne by the parents of the children enrolled in 
the groups . About 40 children are now studying 
instrumental music in these groups . The instructor, 
Mr . Brabant, promises us an evening program by these 
groups in the spring."l 
On January 24, 1934, the instructor presented some 
students at the Merritt travel lecture sponared by the 
teachers ' club. 
Mr. Campbell, principal of the high school, thought 
well of this venture and wrote: 
"I have been much pleased with our results in 
the attempt to give senior high pupils some contact 
with music. We have about 36 in the chorus which 
meets three times a month, about 18 in a high school 
orchestra which meets after school once each week, 
and about 20 in a glee club also meeting after school 
1. School Report, 1933. Page 23~ 
hours. I believe that it is not putting it too 
strongly to say that no phase of our secondary 
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school program has been so neglected .as has music; · 
and yet there are few subjects which give those who 
gain som~ proficiency in them such pleasure and 
satisfaction. We have made a beginning this year, 
but we are far from doing what ought to be done in 
this field. I hope to see this work materially 
broadened. In this connection I want to point out 
that the Harlow system of group instruction in 
instrumental music is showing real results in the 
development of an orchestra. I was frankly skeptical 
as to just how much could be accomplished by group 
instruction in the short time available but now I 
know that the pupils have made really astonishing 
progress.ttl 
The records show that a Mr. George Dunham of Weymouth 
opened the 1935 season on October 5, and a Mr. Hartwell 
followed in 1936. In September, 1937, Miss Collins and the 
writer started teaching duties in the Easton schools. Miss 
Collins assumed the instrumental directing responsibilities. 
"Miss Collins has charge of the orchestra, 
numbering about twenty members, and she also has 
organized a trumpet choir of about twelve pieces. 
1. School Report, 1935. Page 24. 
We have been much pleased with the progress of music 
instruction in the hj_gh school this year."l 
The enrollment in the Harlow• ay classes was v ery 
small in 1937, but Mr. Hartwell returned in 1938 and started 
his classes on October 10. 
Criticism of the instrumental program by school 
committee members in the autumn of 193~ delayed a return 
of the Harlow~Way teacher and br ought about the changes 
described in the next chapter. 
1. School Report, 1937. Page 26. 
CHAPTER v-
ORGANIZED~ INSTRUMENTAL 
ACTIVITY UNDER SCHOOL SUPERVISION. 
Although the Harlow•iWay Method placed instruments in 
the possession of a few mildly interested student~ it soon 
became evident to the school that without school supervision 
and guidance little could be achieved in building a well• 
balanced instrumentation. 
Dissatisfaction~~~ Certain members of the school 
committee complained at length and frequently in the 
committee meetings about the public performances of the 
orchestra. Unfortunately they held Miss Collins, the 
director, responsible. The superintendent felt the 
evaluation to be unjust because the rehearsals were held 
after school once a week, and the home instrumental 
practice was spasmodic. He stated that her classroom work 
was excellent but unfortunately was not observed by the 
public. When the superintendent mentioned the condition to 
the writer, she set forth the futility of trying to maintain 
a good orchestra without first having control of the 
instrumental instruction. In her opinion no one teacher 
could teach all instruments well at one time, and she 
suggested the need of a separate class for each of the four 
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families of instruments. He also asked the writer to study 
further the best possible methods for organizing classes 
under that policy. At the September 11, 1939, committee 
meeting, the writer was requested, by way of the super• 
intendent, to attend the next meeting and bring plans for 
class organization. 
Committee Meeting ...... On October 2, 1939, the writer 
attended the school committee meeting, and found there also 
Mr. Louis Harlow and his teacher, Mr. John Hartwell. They 
both stated that they had sold to the pupils the instru-
ments they seemed to desire, and had then proceeded to teach 
them to play. Each gentleman agreed that for school purposes 
it would be better to teach one instrument in a class at one 
time. They were soon dismissed, and the writer was required 
to present methods of conducting classes. She was at that 
time taking a course in Instrumental Class Organization at 
Boston University with Mr. Ralph Schoomaker, and received 
from him in advance several samples of the printed forms 
and other items which he used in his classes in Medford, 
Massachusetts~ 
Start Classes:~•• The committee unanimously voted to 
discontinue the Harlow~Way, and instructed the writer to find 
three instrumental class teachers to form string, woodwind, 
and brass groups. At this meeting the committee also voted 
to schedule the orchestra rehearsals during the school day~ 
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On November 6, 1939, the groups were started in the 
high school. They met either in the morning during school, 
or immediately before. Students of the junior and senior 
high schools were required to complete their music, and to 
be on time for the first academic class at 9:24 A. M. For 
that reason, many started their lessons at 8 or 8:15. 
Elementary pupils, however, were excused from their classes. 
Wednesday was chosen because 8:30 • 9:22 happened to be an 
activity period in the high school and allowed more freedom 
o'f scheduling. A high school pupil sold tickets for 
admission to the classes; ; the fee was thirty cents. The 
teachers merely collected the tickets, and were not required 
to handle money. As the writer remembers, the violin group 
met with Miss Katherine Goeres of Randolph in the women 
teachers' room and had 19 pupils~ Mr. Donald Hayward of 
Easton taught flute, clarinet, and saxophone in the sewing• 
room, and started witp 10 pupils; the class soon diminished 
to five. Mr. Charles Burke of Brockton taught brass 
instruments in a little used room on the lower floor, and 
had twelve in his group. The room unfortunately had a 
ventilator shaft which carried all sounds to the classrooms 
above. His class became the most frequently discussed. 
Financial Success.~~ hen the classes ended their 
first season the last week of May, the writer was informed 
by the superintendent that the principal of the high school 
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had made a wager of a steak dinner to the effect that the 
classes would not be self-supporting as desired. He reasoned 
that if pupils were too lazy to take advantage of free 
instruction from a great performer like Walter Smith they 
would certainly never pay for lessons from lesser teachers. 
The writer was escorted to the principal's office to inform 
him that with all expenses paid there was a balance of 
thirteen dollars in the music account~ No further mention 
of the dinner was ever made~ 
Student A.etivities Account.~ Al.l money collected at 
the ticket table was brought to the superintendent's office, 
counted, and then deposited in the music account of the 
student activities fund. The instrumental teachers were 
paid by check which was written by the activities fund 
advisor after receiving a draft signed by the superintendent, 
high school principal, and music supervisor. Each instru• 
mental teacher received all money taken in for his class up 
to three dollars; after that the school retained five cents 
from each ticket sold·. Pupils were required to pay for 
lessons whether or not they were present. A'll school music 
funds were audited together with the various items of the 
student activities fund. 
Superintendent* s Re.l2_ort· ~-9 "The orchestra and chorus 
groups, both meeting during school hours, have been 
continued at the high school, and in grades seven and 
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eight all pupils receive, as in the past, two hours 
weekly of music instruction which is scheduled on the 
same basis as other subjects. A11 pupils in grade 
four and above, through the high school, now have the 
opportunity to study instrumental music in small 
groups during school hours. Miss Katherine Goeres 
of Randolph has two groups totalling 18 pupils in her 
violin classes; -Mr. Charles Burke of Brockton has 12 
pupils studying the brass instruments, and Mr. Donald 
Hayward of Easton instructs a group of 11 pupils on 
the woodwind instruments. The cost of this instruction 
is covered by fees of thirty cents per lesson paid by 
the pupils receiving instruction, but the instructors 
are definitely under the supervision of the School 
Department and specifically under the direction of 
the music supervisor. A number of public spirited 
individuals in town have loaned instruments to 
pupils, to help along t his interesting project. 
At the South Easton and Eastondale Schools, 
an experiment in group i nstruction on the piano is 
being conducted by a well known local teacher of the 
piano. This is disti nctly an experiment, the outcome 
of which is still problematical. This work is 
conducted in school buildings, after school hours, 
with the cooperation of but independently of the 
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School Department."l 
Instrumental Demonstration.~~ At the conclusion of 
the first season a demonstration was given in the North 
Easton Grammar School. 
Class Added.-~ On December 2, 1940, the school 
committee voted to add a drum class , and approved the 
appointment of Mr. Fred Jones, a teacher in Brockton and 
Quincy. 
Superintendent's Report .... .., At this time, Mr. Mann, 
superintendent of schools, wrote-~ 
"The instrumental classes are growing and at 
present consist of four separate groups,-•string 
instruments, reed instruments, brass instruments and 
percussion instruments, which are taught by Kathryn 
Goeres, Donald w. Hayward, Charles M. Burke and Fred 
Jones, respectively. · A·. better balanced instru-. 
mentation in the junior-senior high school orchestra 
has been achieved, with prospects of still greater 
improvement in the future."2 
Concert at High School.-~ The instrumental class 
teachers presented their pupils in a larger demonstration 
and concert in the high school auditorium on May 7, 1941, 
and the Oliver Ames High School Orchestra joined with the 
1. School Report, 1939. 
2. School Report, 1940. 
Page 15·. 
Page 17. 
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Canton High School orchestra in a group of compositions. 
The two together made an ensemble of forty players. A~ 
press notice from the local paper expressed this opinion. 
"OUTSTANDING CONCERT IS PRESENTED BY STUDENTS" 
Excellent Training and Talent is Displayed 
North Easton, May 8 
"One of the most outstanding concerts of the 
season, displaying excellent talent and training, 
was presented Wednesday evening in the Oliver Ames 
High School auditorium by the music department of the 
public schools of this town~ Combined with the 
concert was a splendid demonstration of the instru• 
mental class work being conducted in the schools. Ulil. 
(A complete list of the students and details of the 
program followed.) 
Divided Direction~•· When the classes were started in 
1939 a distinctly new enthusiasm and prominence were given 
to instrumental activity~ Some members of the school 
committee, however, were impatient and desired a more swift 
solution to the orchestra*s problems. In 1940, the writer 
was asked to attend a school committee meeting. Upon arrival 
she found also present the principal and assistant principal 
who had come to discuss the placing of Miss Collins on tenure. 
The orchestral performances still haunted the professional 
1. Brockton Enterprise, M"ay 8, 1941!~ . 
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well•being of Miss Collins. Cer tain members suggested that 
the writer take the orchestra, but that didn't seem the thing 
to do until some degree of success had been enjoyed by Miss 
Collins under better conditions. It was agreed by all that 
the music attempted was too di ffi cult and that the instru~ 
mentation was not desirable. The writer was request ed to 
consult with Miss Collins in the choice of playing materi al 
and in the reorganization of the personnel of the orchestra. 
That meant the elimination of gui tars, mandolins, a ccordion, 
xylophone and an assortment of pr oducts left over from the 
Harlow~Way. Several pupils from the classes were added and, 
although they had not studied very long, they found i t 
possible to play the easy arrangements which were chosen 
from t he elementary, or junior high level of difficulty. 
The reorganization was necessary, but it naturally was 
trying. In some cases the student playing an unwanted 
instrument changed to another, and started anew in the 
classes. 
Changes Made.•• In May of 1941, the writer requested 
the privilege of directing the orchestra or of being 
released from the absentee membership and control. The 
committee voted on June 30 to change the scheduling; Miss 
Collins was assigned to the glee club and the writer to 
the orchestra. At the same meeting certain members again 
expressed their opinions, this time it was in relation to 
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their dissatisfaction with the progress made in the woodwind 
and brass classes. On Septembe:r;o 15, 1941, Mr. Myron Thomas 
of Middleboro was approved as the new ·brass teacher, and 
Mr. George Leonard of Brockton became the woodwind instructor. 
That year the class enrollment was as follows: : 
V:1.olin ... 19 Miss Goeres 
Drum ... 15 Mr. Jones 
Brass ... Mr. Thomas 
Cornet· 
-
6 
Alto Horn ..., 1 
Trombone 
-
2 
oodwind ... Mr. Leonard 
Flute loii 1 
Saxophone t@!o 1 
Clarinet· .. lliii 5 
Private Lessons ...... After two years of class lessons 
many pupils showed readiness for advanced work and were 
encouraged to study privately. Although their private 
instruction was a great benefit to the orchestra, the school 
no longer scheduled their lessons. In most cases, they 
studied with the same teacher in the teacher•s studio either 
after school or on Saturday. 
Gifts .... .- 11 A group of men who were members of 
the former A. c. Ames Band has turned over to the 
High School, in the form of a school music instruments 
fund, the balance from the treasury of the now dis• 
banded A. c. Ames Band. This money has been used to 
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purchase musical instruments. The Auxiliary of the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars and the Easton Teachers• 
Club have made cash donations to the instrument fund. 
The School Department now owns five instruments, some 
of which are needed to furnish balance to the school 
orchestra, but which are too expensive or too bulky 
to be ordinarlly owned by pupils personally."l 
School Gives Flna.ncial Assistance.-~ A mellophone 
and horn were purchased with the money received from the 
band account, and the school administration followed the 
pattern of financial assistance. In the School Report of 
1943 the new view point is expressed by the superintendent. 
11 The growth and development of the orchestra. 
has been encouraging. Not many years ago this 
organization was not taken very seriously. Last 
year's group contained a number of senior~ and with 
their graduation some fear for the 1943-44 orchestra 
was felt. This year's group, though younger, measures 
up well to any previous group. 
We have four teachers of instrumental music, 
working under the direction of our music supervisor, 
who come to Easton each Wednesday morning, meeting 
elementary and junior•senior high school pupils. 
These four special teachers handle instruction on 
1. Superintendents Report, School Report, 1941. Page 28 •. 
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reed instruments, percussion instruments, string, and 
brasses, respectively. About fifty pupils are 
enrolled in these groups. They pay personally for 
the lessons at the rate of thirty cents each. It was 
intended that the groups should be self•maintaining, 
but as time went on, the instructors wanted more pay, 
and the uneven enrollments in the groups resulted in 
some instructors receiving more than others. The 
School Committee finally voted to guarantee each 
instructor a minimum rate, making up any deficit in 
receipts through payments from the school 
appropriation. The amount to be used in this way 
in 1944 amounts to about $150 . Many school depart~ 
menta provide this group instruction on musical 
instruments without charge to pupils, and in that 
way may reach a high percentage of the enrollment. 
Howeve~ this plan provides competent instruction at 
low cost to the pupils and at very little expense to 
the town. The pupils in these groups are admitted 
to the orchestra as soon as they are ready. These 
instrumental groups are the source of our orchestra 
members, and to a considerable degree make the 
orchestra possible."l 
Senior Ensemble.•a Tne graduating class of 1943 had 
1. Superintendents Report, School Report, 1~3. Page 27. 
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eight musicians; all were members of the orchestra. One of 
the students had many gifts. She graduated with highest 
honors, played the violin, and had creative ability. Under 
the sponsorship of a sympathetic class advisor, the writer 
assisted the student in arranging three original melodies 
for three violins, one flute, one clarinet, one saxophone, 
one trumpet and piano. The music was called 1943 Suite and 
contained 
a) Token, a waltZ1 
b) Closing Door, a reflection; 
c) The First Flame, a tango . 
The suite was performed by . the ensemble at the graduation 
program. 
Elementary Activitx.~• As the greater part of the 
classes were from the elementary grades, the lessons were 
given at the North Easton Grammar School from 1941 on. The 
principal was very co~operative and welcomed ensembles at 
assemblies; ~ her appreciative personality encouraged both 
teachers and pupils and created a good atmosphere for the 
lessons. On March 17, 1945, the writer brought together a 
group of players who were students in the North Easton 
Grammar School. They practiced in school time once a week. 
Their playing and enthusiasm were very high and the writer 
decided to program them for an elementary concert in the 
high school auditorium in May. The instrumentation was: 
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three violins, one flute, one clarinet, three saxophones, two 
first trumpets, two second trumpets (one member played, while 
the other rested), two trombones, piano and drum. 
The Superintendent wrote later: : 
"Music and art work in the schools have reached 
the highest levels of e ffectiveness in the past twentye 
five years or more. A musical program, based largely 
on correlations of music and social studies units, 
was s·taged in May by pupils of the North Easton 
Grammar School, and resulted in a very fine 
performance. 11 1 
Much Activity.~s Between 1944 and 1948 the classes 
averaged sixty pupils each season. 
We find that for the most part junior and senior high 
pupils took private lessons, and were able to play advanced 
orchestral music. Their services were sought for community 
activities, assemblies, and various school functions. The 
orchestra represented Oliver Ames High School in radio broad. 
casts on WBET, a Brockton station, and performed publicly on 
the average of three times a month. It is safe to say then, 
that the origlnal intention for having instrumental classes 
proved to be a worthy one, and the desired goal of supplying 
new orchestral players was realized. 
Credits · given ...... Pupils in the junior and senior high 
1. Superintendents report, School Report, 1945. 
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schools were given one credi t for a satisfactory year's 
study and faithful attendance at the instrumental classes. 
Orchestral members received the same credit. In 1942 two 
rehearsals a week were held, and two credits were given from 
then on. 
Program Enlarged.w• In 1949 the writer resigned after 
teaching in Easton 12 years. Mr. Robert King, a native of 
Easton and instructor of theory at Boston University, was 
appointed to f i ll the position~ During his first year a s 
supervi sor he: : 
1. Reaffirmed the vi ewpoint that Easton could support 
only one instrumental organization well, and 
2~ . Went to the school committee in October {after 
one month of service) to request three things:: 
a. More school owned instruments, 
b. transportation for music students, and . 
c:~ a music room i n the high school. 
T:o the best of the wri t er's knowledge, there is no 
space available for a music room due to crowded conditions 
in the hi~~ school. Plans are being made now for a new 
building, and it -is hoped music will receive better 
accommodations soon. Mr. King held his orchestral rehearsas 
in the cafeteria, and continued to schedule the instrumental 
classes in the North Easton Grammar School. The southern 
part of the town has had an excessive growth due to new home 
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developments, and for that reason, Mr. King engaged an 
additional string teacher and conducted classes in the 
Easton Centre School. In this way the pupils of that area 
are transported to the Centre School for classes , and the 
North Easton School continues to accommodate pupils from 
the junior and senior high schools and the North Easton 
elementary pupils. 
Transportation Provided f or Instrumental Pupils.~• 
During the writer's association with the Easton schools, 
pupils who attended schools outside the North Easton district 
were conveyed to the instrumental classes at the North Easton 
school by the early morning high school bus. Before and 
after the scheduled lesson the pupils entered a classroom 
and participated in the grade ' s activities. When the 
instrumental lessons were concluded, the pupils were driven 
to their own school by one of the instrumental teachers 
(if he were going home that way), by the school nurse, and 
sometimes by the superintendent. Transporting the pupils 
back to their school was always a great problem of 
uncertainty. The school committee has extended its subsidy 
to the instrumental program and now allocates approximately 
$200.00 each year to defray the expense of taxi and special 
bu·s transportation for instrumental pupils~ As classes are 
now held in Easton Centre as well as in North Easton, the 
travelling distance for South Easton pupils has been decreased, 
and the transportation problem to and from instrumental 
classes has been eliminated. 
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Private Pupils.w~ Private pupils are now taught under 
school auspices and during school time for either $1.00 or 
$1.50 a lesson. This fee is paid by the student and enlarges. 
the income of the teacher for the day's work while in Easton. 
!rehearsals.~• The junior high orchestra became a .. unit 
by itself, and has two rehearsals a week. Its senior group 
in the high school also has two rehearsals weekly. They are 
scheduled in activity periods~ The two elementary orchestras, 
however, are scheduled during regular class time. The junior 
and senior high schools also have string and woodwind 
sectional rehearsals once a . week in class time. The string 
quart~ttes at the North Easton Grammar School and the high 
school meet during the school day. The complete schedule 
for rehear~als is printed on the following page. 
Instrumental Supervision.•• During the 1949 -1950 
season, Mr. King carried on a joint vocal and instrumental 
program in much the same fashion as the writer had done. 
Froml950•1951 certain classes in junior high general 
music were curtailed to give him more time for the 
instrumental activities. A· part-time assistant taught all 
vocal music in the secondary schools for the next two seasons 
and released him still more .from that area. In the 1953-1954 
season, a fullwtime assistant· supervised the elementary 
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The instrumental music schedule in Easton Public School s 
8 : 38 9:27 Travel 10:40 Luncl 1:00 
- -
Time 
- -9:25 10:10 11:30 3:00 
cn~.t:!.Q 
Junior Senior Easton 
High High Center 
String String School 
Section Section Orchestra 
M Lessons 
,J unior Senior North 
Hi gh High Easton and Full Full Grammar 
Orchestra Orchestra School 
T Orchestra 
Junior Senior Easton instru-High High Center mental Wi nd Wind School 
Se ction Section Orchestra 
i\ 
Junior Senior North ensembles 
High Hi gh Easton 
Full Full Grammar 
T Orchestra Orchestra School 
Orchestra 
\ 
iSupervis ior1 
S'!lpervision of pf 6 rooms 
SUPERVISION 12 rooms; bi- !bi-weekly 
F weekly visits 
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classes and conducted the junior~senior high school vocal 
music . Mr. King continued as supervisor but decreased his 
school time in order to attend to other business duties. 
He resigned in June, 1954, and a successor has been chosen 
on a full~time basis. Time has been allocated to supervision 
of 12 general music classes on a bi-weekly schedule for the 
instrumental supervisor. The classes visited are grades 4, 
5, and 6~ The visits are made primarily for the pt~pose of 
stimulating and activitating the instrumental program rather 
than the general music or vocal classes. 
Enrollment.~• In October, 1953, the instrument 
enrollment was as follows: : 
Instrumental Classes and Individual Lessons 
(Items I and II below) are scheduled before school, 
during school hours and after schoOl, as necessary. 
Activities in Item III are carried on in school hours 
only. 
1. Instrumental Classes ~ 30¢ per weekly 
lesson per pupil 
a. Strings: · Miss Goeres 
Mr. Doyle 
b. Reeds: · 
c. Brass: 
Miss Quinn 
Mr. King 
20 pupils 
4 pupils 
3 pupils 
17 pupils 
II. Individual lessons under school auspices ~ 
#1 .00 to $1.50 per weekly lesson per pupil. 
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a. Strings: Miss Goeres 
-
15 pupils 
Mr. Doyle .... 22 pupils 
Mr. Gurney 
-
2 pupils 
Mrs. Williams ~ 6: pupils 
b~ Reeds: Mr. Swift~ .. .. 20 pupils 
C :. Brass: : Mr. King 
-
6 pupils 
Pupils in groups I and II above pay a fee for 
their lessons as indicated. (Objections to this are 
recognized but the plan works.) 
III~ Music Organizations: : 
a. Senior. High School Orchestra ~ 2 periods 
weekly • 25 pupils 
b. Junior High School Orchestra • 2 periods 
weekly • 43 pupils 
c. North Easton Elementary School Orchestra • 
2 periods weekly ~ 32 pupils 
d. High School Wind group • 1 period 
weekly • 10 pupil~ 
e. Junior High Wind group • 1 period 
weekly • 19 pupils 
t. High School string group • 1 period 
weekly • 11 pupils 
g. Junior High string group • 1 period 
weekly • 23 pupi+s. 
(Above items, d through g are sections of 
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orchestras taken separately.) 
h. High school string quartet 
i. North Easton elementary string quartet 
"InstructorsGoeres, Doyle, Gurney, · illiams 
-
and Swift are paid by pupils' fees. If any deficit 
occurs, the town has paid the balance.l 
Miss Quinn is full time music teacher; Mr. 
King works 4/7 of each day and is head supervisor; 
both paid in full by the School Department. Special 
instructors work under Mr. King's supervision. Miss 
Goeres, Mr. Doyle and Mr. Swift each work one full 
day each week. 
Fees paid Miss Quinn and Mr. King go into the 
fund which is used to pay the special instructors. 
We started our program with almost no school• 
owned instruments. e did not favor having an 
instrument rental plan sponsored by the school 
through a music company for obvious reasons. It 
seemed better to start to build our own stock of 
school owned instruments. We have spent on the 
average about $400. per year on new instruments and 
on up keep of the old. This, plus an extra•ordinary 
piece of luck in buying u. s. Army salvage instru-
menta has netted the following inventory which is 
1. From Bulletin supplied by the Superintendent of Schools. 
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quite adequate: 
Any instrument costing under $100 . is loaned 
to the pupil without charge for a period of 18 months 
after which the parents must buy their own instrument~ 
Any instrument costing over $ioo . is kept by the 
pupil as long as he does well . 
We have deliberately emphasied orchestra: 
(note the emphasis on stringed instruments) and 
discouraged bands because the band tends to crowd 
out the orchestras and because of our belief that 
the orchestra has greater carry~over into adult lif~ 
We have found that our best results have been secured 
by using membereof our own staff plus use of special 
instructors employed by us, independently of any 
commercial outfit." 
The present instrumental organizations are: : 
High School Orchestra estimated 30 Players 
10 violins _ 1 bassoon 
2 cellos 3 trumpets 
2 basses_ 1 horn 
2 flutes. 2 trombones 
1 clarinet_ 3 drums 
3 pianists:; 
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2 Elementary orchestras of about . 20 each (impossible to list 
how they will shape up because of assigrunents). Together.. 
they should bo a.s follows: : 
16 violins 1 oboe 
4 flutes 2 horns 
4 clarinets 1 trombone: 
8 trumpets 3 pianists 
J-unior High Orchestra 48 Players 
21 violins 1 alto sax 
4 violas 4 trumpets . 
4 cello:s 1 horn 
1 bass. 3 trombones 
1 flute 3 pianists 
3 clarinets 2 drums 
T.he school owned music instruments which are now available are:: 
29 violins 5 cornets 
7 violas 2 trumpets 
9 violincellos 4 French horns 
5 double basses 4 trombones 
3 flutes 3 baritones 
1 oboe 2 bass drums 
2 clarinets. 1 kettle drums, Pr. 
1 bass clarinet 2 cymbals, pair 
1 bassoon 24 music stands (heavy) 
1 baritone sax 18 music stands (folding) 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
In reviewing or summarizing the instrumental activities 
of the Easton schools many significant factors present them-
selves. The first and most obvious tendency was the lack ~f 
public initative to foster progressive and cultural 
education for the students in t he secondary schools. Re-
search in events at the turn of the century reveals that all 
so-called extra curricula activities were initiated , planned, 
maintained, supported and dominated by the desire and 
generosity of one person. The need for music and for 
physical education was apparently obvious, but the desire 
to l{eep all education costs at a minimum was greater and 
of more importance in the tax-payers' minds. The era for 
social and cultural advancement of the average or general 
public had not yet arrived. 
In Easton,a well-organized instrumental program under 
school supervision didn't appear until 1939. Its first 
requirement was to be self-supporting. At the present time 
the instruments, maintenance of same, and the music are 
furnished by school funds; the instrumental teachers, however, 
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are still paid by the pupils themselves. 
Incidental to the music instruction, but still 
physically allied with its well~being, was the need for 
rehearsal rooms and teaching accommodations. Once again 
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the school people fretted and worried but failed to find a 
solution~. Mrs. Ames then gave the gymnasium and music rooms 
across the street from the high school which she had built 
seventeen years before. The intentions of the kind Mrs. 
Ames were of the highest order. The teachers were excellent, 
the instruments were imported, or were at least the best 
available, the music library was complete and the teaching 
accommodations were pleasant. One might suggest, however, 
than an individual person, rather than a committee elected 
by the people, dominated much of the secondary school 
program of studies, its management, and its over-all 
philosophy. During the early phase of the instrumental 
program the school was closely allied with the music 
instruction in spite of the fact that it leaned rather than 
led~ When in later years Mr. Oakes Ames attempted to "carry 
ontt in memory of his mother, the school had no alliance with 
the project. The difficulty experienced by the late Walter 
M. Smith in scheduling the after•school lessons for high 
school instrumental students can be attributed to this. It's 
hard to understand why, or rather how, anyone could fail in 
loyalty to instruction by a great performer and teacher~ 
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If splendid and worthy projects are not made well•known 
consistently and frequently to the public, even fine quality 
and superior ability are not c.ertain of success. There was 
apparently no a.llianee between the high school, the pupils, 
and Mr. Smith during the benefaction of Mr. Oakes Ames. 
Perhaps casual announcements were given at the school, but 
during this particular period there was either a part-time 
music supervisor or one concerned only with the vocal program . 
If an active faculty member had been available to organize a 
liason between the students and the benefaction, the benefits 
of Mr. Smith's teaching .and influence would have been more 
effective numerically. · One might wonder why Mr. Ames did 
not solicit school assistance. The need for supervision and 
management was learned apparently later on. 
. . 
This phase of the instrumental resum~ also presents 
an interesting reaction often found in amateur musicians. 
As stated above, Mr. Smith's conducting of the band and 
teaching of the school children were paid by Mr. Oakes Ames, 
son of Mrs. Anna c. Ames. The adult members of the band, 
however, received their compensation for playing at the 
North Easton concerts from the revenue received from the 
selling of programs. The wage prescribed by the Musician's 
Union prevailed when the band played out of town. The out 
of town concerts were financially more satisfactory to the 
band men and raised the question of why Easton, too, could 
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not be more rewarding to the players. Perhaps the reason 
lies in the fact that people in and around Easton knew that 
there was a benefaction. Apparently many felt that the 
leader was paid and that the local men should entertain their 
towns' people for gratis. While some players who were 
identified with the band's earliest days felt a sentimental 
devotion to the organization and were willing to play for 
the sheer joy of the experience, the younger men viewed the 
necessary rehearsals and lack of compensation as an unreward" 
ing experience. It is small wonder, then,that Mr. Ames was 
disappointed because attendance of the students at their 
lessons was spasmodic and the number of non-resident members 
in the band was larger than Easton members~ 
At any rate, in 1932 we find that all Ames assistance 
and control over instrumental instruction ceased. Their 
financial maintenance of musical activities had placed the 
small and little known town of Easton years ahead of its 
neighbors and communities of greater size. But we can see 
in retrospect that it deprived the citizens of the ·very 
desirable quality called initiative, team work, or the will 
to do. Ability to'~ut over" ·· a project for the universal 
welfare of the community was lacking. For years nothing had 
been started or planned without the hel~ as well as the 
approval of the Ames family. Things which were acquired by 
community teamwork in other towns were given by some member 
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of the ufamilyu to Easton. The gifts were accepted and 
frequently used as a matter of course without much pride or 
appreciation on the part of the community recipients. 
And so when the writer a ttempted to establish 
instrumental classes in 1939~ she resolved that however 
small or humble the results might be, the pupils should 
first express the desire to personally work for and earn 
the instrumental instruction. This required:: 
1. The paying of the small fee for the lesson. 
2. The Personal acquisition of the instrument 
either by buying outright or by renting, and 
3. The faithful attendance at lessons and daily 
practice. 
The class . attendance chect:s and the practice cards 
which were signed by the parent and the teacher gave a fair 
estimate of the pupil's ultimate success and loyalty to his 
instrumental studies. 
Statistics show that the southern part of the town 
has increased in the number of new families and homes. This 
area should produce many potential players. The lessons now 
given at the Center School, together with the transportation 
which brings the pupils from the various smaller schools to 
the two areas of instruction make instrumental study possible 
for children in the entire school system. These two extensions 
in the program, have, of course, increased the teaching 
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personel and the instrumental budget. 
The decision to purchase instruments which would make 
a more complete instrumentation and also enlarge the string 
and woodwind sections was a progressive move. The pupil 
enrollment from grades three to twelve is 1,055; the total 
number of school owned instruments is 82 or about 8% of the 
total enrollment of these instrumental•playing grades. 
The various items in the school budget which provide 
for the maintenance and purchase of instruments, and for 
enlarging the music library indicate the new attitude in 
favor of instrumental support by public funds. The financial 
and educational supervision by duly-authorized school 
authorities is another indication of advance in the adminis~ 
tration of the instrumental program. 
From the educational viewpoint the scheduling of class 
lessons and orchestral rehearsals in school time is of primary 
importance and accomplished several things. This one act 
1. Made all instrumental activities a part of the 
educational program and school day; 
2 . Gave the administration an opportunity to easily 
check the attendance at rehearsals, and made it 
possible to give credit and grades . 
Educationally the music groups became a curricula 
activity. By removing the extra-curricula aspect, a new 
complexion and importance was given to everything which was 
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musical. The community, in turn, showed a greater respect 
and interest in the better performances which were made 
possible by the regular instrumental practice and rehearsals. 
Musically a new stability, quality, and spirit gave a greater 
pleasure in both the playing and the listening of each 
performance. 
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